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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Let us suppose t ha t a mapping u: 2P—->~2P is given such tha t the image of the 
empty set is the empty set, M cz uM for each M cz P and uMv cz uM2 for each 
Mi cz M2 cz P. Then the pair (P, u) is called a topological space (Cech [1]). 
Let $~(P) be the set of all topologies in P . The set &~(P) is partially ordered in a 
natural way (cf. section 2.L). If u, v e$~(P), let us take (uv) M = u(vM) for M cz P 
Then uv e 3~ (P) and with regard to the partial ordering and the multiplication 
introduced in this way £7~(P) is a partially ordered semigroup with the identi ty . 
In [2], for each u e^(P) two new topologies su, au e 3T(P) are constructed, whicrjt 
are called the first and the second constellations belonging to the topology u. The 
topologies sn, au were investigated in the paper [2] of Koutsky and Sekanina. 
Let us suppose tha t u is a fixed element of the set 3T(P). In this paper we investigate 
the relations between the topologies u, su, au with regard to the ordering. Fur ther 
we investigate the conditions for the validity of the equations r = s and r . s = i 
where {r, s, t} is an arbitrary subset of the set {u, su, au}. One of the considered 
relations (the equality au = u) was examined in the paper [2], 
§1. B A S I C N O T I O N S 
In this paragraph we shall introduce some definitions and lemmas which can be 
found in the paper [2] and which we shall need. 
1.1 B y a topological space a topological space in Cech's sense from the year 
1937 is meant, i.e. such a space (P, u), in which following axioms for the topology 
VL are satisfied: 
(1) uØ = 0, 
(2) M cz P => M cz uM. 
(3) М r cz M2 cz P => uMx cz uM2>-
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1.2. A set 0 cr P is said to be a neighborhood of a set M cz P, if M ft u(P — 0) = 
= 0. For every neighborhood 0 of the set M it is M cz 0. By a neighborhood of 
a point x a neighborhood of the set (x) is meant. 
If a topological space (P, u) is given, we shall denote the system of all neighbor-
hoods of a point x and of the set M in (P, u) as @u(x) and 2U(M), respectively. 
Following theorem is valid: 
xeuM if and only if MftO z£ 0 for each 0 e Q)u(x) (x e P, M cz P). 
Proof. Let x$uM. Then P—Me®u(x) and M ft (P — M) == 0. Let there 
exists 0 e 9u(x) such that M ft 0 = 0. Then 0 cz P — M, hence P — M e 9a(x)t 
i.e. # ̂  uM. 
1.3. We can introduce a topology u into a set P by assigning to each xeP such 
a system Q(x) of subsets of P that following axioms are satisfied: 
(1) xeP=>9(x)^0, (2) xeP, 0e@(x)=>xe0. 
The closures we define then as follows: 
x e uM o M ft 0 .5-= 0 for every set 0 e Q)(x). 
1 A. If a topological space (P, u) is given, the intersection of all neighborhoods 
of M in (P, u) is said to be the first constellation of M in (P, u) and is dsnoted by snM. 
The first constellation of a set (x) is also called the first constellation of a point x. 
Following theorems for the first constellation are valid: 
(1) su0 = 0, 
(2) M cz P => i f cz 5uJf, 
(3) Mi cz P for every» e / => (J suM* = *„( \J Mt), 
i t / 1 1 / 
(4) if a: eP,M cz P, then x e suM o M ft u (x) ^ 0. 
From the conditions (1) — (3) it follows that (P, su) is a topological space. The 
condition (4) implies for example: xes^ (y) o y e u(x) (x, y eP). 
1.5. The intersection of the closures of all neighborhoods of M in (P, u) is called 
the second constellation of M in (P, u) and is denoted as auM. Instead of a second 
constellation of a set (x) we speak about a second constellation of the point #. 
Following theorems are valid (cf. [2]): 
(1) au0 = 0, 
(2) M cz P =>uM cz auM, 
(3) M! cz M2 cz P => auML cz auM2, 
(4) if x e P, M cz P, then x e auMoM ft uO ̂  0 for every 0 e Bu(x). 
From the conditions (1) — (3) it follows that (P, au) is a topological space. 
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§2. T H E PARTIAL O R D E R I N G AND T H E E Q U A L I T I E S r = s. 
We shall introduce a partial ordering into the set 3~(P) of all topologies in P. 
Afterwards we shall investigate the relations between the topologies u, su, au, for a 
fixed topology u, in the partially ordered set &"(P) and the conditions for the topology 
u under which these relations between u, sa, au hold. 
2.1. Into the set^~(P) of all topologies in Pone can introduce the partial ordering 
as follows: 
if u, v are topologies in P, we put u ^ v iff uM cz vM for each set M cz P. 
2.2. I t holds: 
(1) u ^ au, (2) su ^ au, 
\3) for the topologies u, su either su = u or su || u takes place. 
Proof. From the property (2) of the topology au (cf. sestion 1.5.) u g au follows. 
The inequality su = aa is evident. Let us suppose that su > u, i. e. suM z> uM for 
each set M cz P but there exists a set M\ so that suM\ J? uM\. Then there exists 
x\ e suM\ — uM\. Since X\ e suM\ = \J su(m), there exists mx e M\ so that X\ e su(mi). 
meM1 
From x\ $ uM\ we have xx $ u (mx). Hence X\ e su(m\) — u(m\). According to 1,4. 
mx 6 u(x\) — su(x\), which is a contradiction. 
2.3. For the topologies u, su there holds: sa fg u iffu(x) cz su(x) for each x e P. 
Proof. Let su fg u. Let us take 0 e^a(x). I t is necessary to prove that u(x) cz 0. 
For each y e P and M cz P there holds that if y $ uM, then y £ suM, hence if there 
exists a neighborhood U of the point y so that U pj M = 0, then M (\ u(y) = 0. 
Let us put y = x, M = P — 0. It is o'fl (P — 0) = 0, hence (P — 0) f\ u(x) = 0. 
From this we get u(x) cz 0. 
Let conversely be u(x) cz su(x) for each xe P. Let us take y e P, M cz P and let 
?/ ^ rf, hence there exists a neighborhood Uofyso that U f| M = 0. Since w(?/) cz I7, 
we have also u(y) f | I = 0, i.e. y $ suM. 
From 2.3. we get as a consequence: 
2.4. For the topologies u, su the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) su ^ u, 
(2) su(x) = u(x) for each xeP, 
(3) for each xe P the intersection of all neighborhoods of the point x is u(x). 
2.5. A topology u, for which su(x) = u(x) holds for each x e P, is called in the paper 
[2] J5*-topology. 
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It is easy to verify that the following conditions are equivalent (cf. [2]): 
(1) u is a i?*-topQlogy, 
(2) yesu(x)oxesu(y), . 
(3) yeu(x)oxeu(y). 
From 2.4. we get as a further consequence: 
2.0. It holds: u | | su o u is not a B*-topology. 
2.7 The equality su = u is valid if and only if u is a B*-topology and u ( U ^ * ) 
\JuMi(Mt c P). 
ЄI 
iel 
Proof. Let su = u. Then by 2.4. we obtain that u is a H*-topology. The inclusion) 
\JuMi c u(\JMi) evidently holds. Let conversely xeu (\JMi). Then xesu(\JMi) 
iel iel , . iel i 
and from there x e su(m) for some m e \JMi. From the relation xesu(m) we get 
x e u(m) <z uMt for some iel. 
Let conversely u be a B*-topology so that u(\JMi) =[JuMi. Then for each 
i i 
x e P it is su(x)'-= u(x). Let M (<z P) contain more than one element. Then suM = 
= U 5 «( m ) = U w ( m ) = uM-
meM meM 
We are going to prove a lemma: 
2.8. For the topology u the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Each xeP has the least neighborhood Ux in (P, u). 
(2) For each system {M$} i e i of subsets of P u (\jMi) = \JuMi holds. 
. . • . i • i 
Proof. Let the condition (1) be valid. Evidently for each system {Mi}iei of subsets 
of P it is \JuMi cz u(\JMi). Let conversely xeu(\JMi). Then the neighborhood Ux 
i i i 
contains some me Mi (iel). But then all neighborhoods of x contain m, hence 
x e uMi. Let the condition (2) be valid. Let us take xeP. I t is sufficient Co prove 
that su(x) is a neighborhood of x, i.e. x$u(P — su(x)). Since u(Pf —
 fsu(x)) — 
= U ^ ^ ) ' ^ ^s sufficient to prove that x $ u(z) for each zeP — su(x). Hence let 
zeP-8u(x) 
z $ su(x). Then evidently x $ u(z). 
In view of the preceding lemma we obtain the following statement: 
2.9. The equality su = u is valid iff for each x e P u(x) is the least neighborhood 
of#. 
In the paper [2] the notion of the R-topology is defined. 
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2.10. The topology u in P is called an R-topology, if for each point xeP and 
for every neighborhood 0 of a; in (P, u) there exists a neighborhood 0i of x in (P, u) 
such that uOi cz 0. 
In the paper [2] also the following statement is proved: 
2.11. The topology u is an R-topology if and only if M cz P => uM = auM, i.e. 
u = au. 
2.12. If u is an R4opology, then u is a B*4opology. 
Proof. On account of 2.5. it is sufficient to show that y e su(x) implies x e su(y). 
Let y G su(x) and let us suppose that x £ su(y). Then there exists 0 e S)u(y) so that 
x £ 0. Since u is an R-topology, there exists 0 t e£&u(y) so that uOi cz 0. Then x $ u0\ 
from where we obtain that P — d sSfu(x). From 0i e3tu(y) we have y $u (P —0i). 
Hence y $ P — 0i which is a contradiction. 
From the last statement we obtain: 
2.13. If u = au, then su g u. 
2.14. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) su = au, 
(2) su = au = u, 
(3) u is an R4opology and u(\JMt) = \JuMt (Mi e P), 
% i 
(4) For each x e P there exists the least neighborhood Ux and for this neighborhood it 
isuUx = Ux. 
Proof. Since au = u, from su = au we obtain su = r/u = te, hence the conditions 
(1), (2) are equivalent. From (2) we get (3) immediately. If the condition (3) is 
valid, then u is a R*-topology, hence s,t = u = ov The equivalence of the conditions 
(3), (4) is evident, 
§3. E Q U A L I T I E S r . s = t. 
We are going to introduce an operation of multiplication into the set«^~(P) of all 
topologies in P and we shall show that with regard to this operation and the partial 
ordering above introduced, &"(P) is a partially ordered monoid. Then we shall in-
vestigate the conditions on the given topology u for the validity of an arbitrary from 
the equalities r . s = t, where r, s, t e{u, su, au}. For a given topology u let us denote 
su = U\, u = u2, au = u3. First of all we shall investigate the equalities u% . Uj = u^ 
(i, j , k e {1, 2, 3}) for k ^ max {i, j} in the following sequence; The set {(i, j , k): i, 
j , k e {1, 2, 3}, k ^ max {i, j}} we order lexicographicaly from the left. Then if (i, j , 
k) < (*i, ju ki), the equality u{ . Uj = ujc we examine before the equality U{t .Ujx = 
= Ufa with the exception of U\ . U\ = u2 (i.e. su . su = w) and u2 . u2 = u2(i.e.u .u — 
= w). Then we shall show that the equalities ut . Uj = tei, max {i, j} > 1 and ux. ut = 
= w2 are equivalent. At the end the equalities u% . Uj = u2f max {i, j} > 2 remain 
unsolved. Those we shall divide into two groups. First we shall indicate that the 
equalities where min {i, j} ^ 2 are equivalent. At the end the equalities where min 
{i, j} < 2 (i. e. Bri . au = u, au . su = u) we investigate one by one. 
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3.1 Let ry s be arbitrary topologies in P. Let us define r. s as follows: (r.s) M = 
= r(sM), M cz P. With regard to the operation defined in this way and to the partial 
ordering introduced above, the set 2T(P) of all topologies in P is a partially ordered 
monoid. 
Proof, r . s is evidently a topology, the multiplication is associative. The identity 
in the set«^"(P) is the topology u0 such that u0M = M for each set M cr P. At the 
end if r, s, t e 2T(P), r 5£ s, then evidently r . t :g s . t, t. r 5j t . s. 
3.2. The equality su . su = su is valid if and only if the relation R defined as follows : 
aRboae u(b) 
is transitive. 
Proof. Let su . su = su, aeu(b), beu(c). Then by 1.4. cesu(b), b e su(a), from 
where we obtain c e su(su(a)) = su(a), i. e. a e u(c). Let conversely R be a transitive 
relation, let x e su(suM). Then there exists zesuM so that x e su(z). Further there 
exists me M so that z e su(m). Hence it holds m e u(z), z e u(x), from where we get 
m e u(x). Then x e su(m) cz suM. 
From this statement we obtain the consequences: 
3.3. If u . u = u, then-su . su= su. 
3.4 If u is an R4opology, then su . su = su. 
Proof. Let a e u(b), beu(c) and let us suppose that a$u(c). Then there exists 
Oe&u(a) so that c $ 0. Further there exists Oi E@u(a) so that uOi cz 0, hence c $ uOi, 
from where we get P — 0 ie^ a ( c ) . I t is beu(c) = su(c), hence beP — Oi, which 
is a contradiction to the assumption b e su(a). 
3.5 The relation R defined in 3.2. is an equivalence iff u is a B*-topology and 
su . 8U = su. 
Proof. The relation R is reflexive. The relativon R is symmetric if and only if u is 
a J3*-topology (cf. 2.5.) and transitive if and only if su . su = su. 
Now two lemmas follow: 
3.6. If x e P, M cz P, then x $ auM if and only if x, M have disjoint neighborhoods. 
Proof. Let x$auM. Then by 1.5. there exists 0e@u(x) so that M f\ uO = 0. 
From this it follows that P — 0 is a neighborhood of M, for which 0 f\ (P — 0) = 0. 
Conversely, let us suppose that there exists 0 €&u(x), U eQ)u(M) so that 0 f\ U = 0. 
Then 0 cz P — J7, hence uO cz u(P — U). Since M f\ u(P — U) = 0, it is also 
M f\ uO = 0 and from there we get x £ auM. 
3.7. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) <*u(\JMt) = \Jo*uMi for each system {M*}*eI of subsets of P. 
iel iel 
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(2) auM = \Jau(m)for each set M cz P-
me M , 
(3) For each x e P there exists Ox e @u(%) so that for each 0 e -5*u(#) uOi cz uO holds. 
(4) For each xe P there exists Oi e@u(x) so that au(x) = u0\. 
Proof. Evidently the conditions (1), (2) are equivalent and also the conditions (3)r 
(4) are equivalent. It is sufficient to prove that (2), (3) are equivalent. Let the condi-
tion (2) be valid. Let us take x e P, M = \J (P — uO) = P — f) uO. If m e M, 
OeDu(x) OeDu(x) 
then there exists Ome^u( .r)so that m$uOm. Hence x$ \J au(m) = auM. Then 
meM 
there exists 0! e 3tu(x) so that u Oi f\ (P— f\u0) = 0, hence u0x cz f\u0. Let the 
OeDu(x) OeDu(x) 
condition (3) be valid and let x $ \J tfu(m). Then for each meM there exists 0m e 2u(x) 
me M 
so that m $ u0m. Let us take 0X from (3). I t holds M (} u0x = 0, hence x $ auM. 
3.8. By 2.8. and 3.7. we obtain immediately: 
If for each system {Mt}ui of subsets of P u(\jMt)= \JuMt holds, then it is 
<ru{\J Mi) =\J<ruMi. 
i i 
3.9. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) su .su = au 
(2) (a e au(b) o there exists c e u(a) so that b e u(c)) and au( \J Mi) = \J auMt (Mi cz P). 
i i 
(3) (a, b have disjoint neighborhoods o b $ \J u(c)) and for each x e P there exists 
ceu(a) 
Oi e Q)u(x) so that for each 0 e 3)u.(x) it is u0x cz uO. 
Proof. The conditions (2), (3) are evidently equivalent. Let (1) hold. I t is a 6 
e au(b) <=> a e su(su(b)) o there exists c e su(b) so that a e su(c) <=> there exists c e u(a) 
so that beu(c). Let xe au(\JMt) =su(su (\JMt)). Then it is xesu(y)y yesu(m) 
i i 
for some m e\J Mt. From there we obtain m e u(y)y y e u(x) and with regard to what 
i •• 
we have proved already it is x eau(m) cz auMt c \J auMt. Let the condition (2) 
i 
hold. Then yesu(su(x))o there exists zesu(x) so that yes,t(z)o there exists 
zeu(y) so that x e u(z) <=> y e au(x). Further it holds: y e su(suM) o there exists 
meM and zesu(m) so that y e su(z) o there exists meM and zeu(y) so that 
m e u(z) <=> thsre exists m e M so that y e au(m) o y e \J au(m) = auM. 
meM 
3.10. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) su . u = u. 
(2) For each xeP and M cz P x$uM implies u(x) f\ uM = 0. 
(3) For each xe P Ois a neighborhood of x implies 0 is a neighborhood of u(x). 
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Proof. Since it is su . u ^ u, the condition (1) is equivalent with the condition: 
for each M c= P it is su(uM) c uM i. e. for each M cz P x <£ uM implies x $ su(uM). 
The last relation is equivalent with the equality uM f\ u(x) = 0. Hence (1) is 
equivalent with (2). Let the condition (2) hold, let us take x e P, Oe S)u(x). Then 
it is x ^ u(P — 0), from where by (2) we have u(x) Q u(P — 0) = 0. The last equality 
says that 0 is a neighborhood of u(x). Let (3) hold, let us take x e P, M cz P, let 
x$uM. Then P — M eQ)u(x), hence P — M e&iu(u(x)). From there it follows 
u(x) f) uM = 0. 
According to the last theorem we have: 
3.11. If u is a B*-topology and u . u = u, then su . u = u. 
Proof. Let xeP, M cz P, x$uM. Then P — uM is a neighborhood of x and 
since su(x) = u(x)y it is u(x) cz P — uM, hence u(x) f) uM = 0. 
We are going to introduce a definition: 
3.12. Let (P, u) be a topological space. Let us denote A and U the following 
properties of the topology u: 
Mxcz P,M2cz P => u(Mx (J M2) = uMx \J uM2 and 
M cz P => u(uM) = uM respectively. 
If u has the property A, U, or the both properties, we shall call the topology u 
an .A-topology, U-topology, or AU-topology and (P, u) we shall call an A-(topologi-
cal) space, U- or A U-(topological) space, respectively. Evidently A U-topological 
space is the topological space in the usual meaning. 
3.13. If (P, u) is an AU-space, then su . u = u holds if and only if every open set 
is a union of some closed sets. 
Proof. Let su . u = u, let A be an open set. For each x e A i i s a neighborhood 
of x, hence for each x e A it is u(x) cz A, from where we have A = \Ju(x). Conversely, 
X € A 
let each open set be a union of some closed sets. Let x e P, 0 e 3)u(x). There exists 
an open neighborhood 0i of x such that 0i cz 0. By the assumption it is 0i = \JF*. 
XeA 
where F% are closed sets. Then x e Fx for some X ezJ, hence u(x) cz Fx cz 0X cz 0, 
from where we get that 0 is a neighborhood of u(x). 
3.14. The equality su . u = au is valid if and only if for each x e P U is a neighbor-
hood of u(x) iff there exists 0 e Qlu(x) so that P — 0 is a neighborhood of P — U.
m 
Proof. Let su . u = au. Let us take x e P. Then U is a neighborhood of u(x) o 
ou(x) f)u(P—U) = 0ox$su(u(P — U)) = au(P —U)o there exists 0e2 u ( x ) 
so that (P — U) (\u0 = 0 o there exists 0 e £$u(x) so that P — 0 is a neighborhood 
of P — U. Conversely, let U be a neighborhood of u(x) iff there exists 0 e 3)u(x) 
so that P — 0 is a neighborhood of P — U. I t holds: x e su(uM) <=> uM f\ u(x) ^ 0 o 
<=> P — M is not a neighborhood of u(x) <=> for each 0 e &u(x) P — 0 is not a neigh-
borhood of M <=> for each 0 e 2u(x) it is M f| uO -^ 0 <=> x e ctuM. 
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3.15. If (P, u) is an AU-space, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) 3a.u — au. 
(2) For each x e P U is a neighborhood of u(x) iff there exists a closed set B so tha t 
x $ B, U ZD P — B° (B° is the interior of B). 
(3) Far each x e P U is a neighborhood of u(x) if and only if there exists an open 
set A so tha t x e A, U ZD UA . 
(4) For each x e P U is a neighborhood of u(x) if and only if there exists 0 e&u(x) 
so tha t U ZD uO. 
This statement is evident. 
3.16. The equality su . an = o*u is valid if and only if for each x e P and M cz P 
it holds: 
(*) if x, M have disjoint neighborhoods, then for each y e u(x) y, M have disjoint 
neighborhoods. 
Proof . Let su . au — au and let x, M have disjoint neighborhoods. Then x $ auM 
and from there x £ su(auM). From the latest relation it follows tha t auM f\ u(x) = 0, 
hence if y e u(x), then y f auM, i.e. y, M have disjoint neighborhoods. Conversely, 
let (*) hold for each xe P and M cz P. Evidently auM cz su(auM). Now, let x $ auM. 
Then x, M have disjoint neighborhoods, hence for each y e u(x) y, M have disjoint 
neighborhoods, i.e. y $ auM. Then u(x) f) auM = 0, from where we have x <£ su(auM). 
From this statement we obtain the following consequence: 
3.17. If u is a B*-topology and U-topology (cf. 3.12), then su . au = au. 
Proof . Let x $ auM. Then there exists U e @U(M) so tha t x $ uU. Since u . u = 
= u, P — uU is a neighborhood of x. I t holds (P — uU) f\ uU = 0 and from there 
we get (P — uU) f\ auM = 0. Since su(x) — u(x), it holds u(x) cz P — uU, from 
where we obtain u(x) f\ auM = 0, i.e. x $ su(auM). 
3.18. The equality u . su~- u is valid iff for each x e P and 0 e 3$u(x) there exists 
Oi e £3u(x) so that for each z e Oi it is u(z) cz 0. 
Proof . Let u . su = u, xe P, Oe 2u(x). Then x $ u(P — 0), from where we get 
x$u(su(P — 0)). Let us take P — su (P — 0) = Oi. Evidently 0xe@u(x). Let 
z e Oi. Then z $ su(P — 0), hence (P — 0) f\ u(z) = 0, from where we have u(z) cz 0. 
Conversely, let for each xe P and 0 e S)u(x) there exist Oi with the desired property . 
Let x $ uM, we are going to prove tha t x £ u(suM). If x $ uM, then P — M is a neigh-
borhood of x. There exists 0X so tha t for each z e 0X it is u(z) cz P — M i.e. u(z) f\ M ~ 
= 0. Then z <fc suM, hence Oi pj suM = 0. From the latest equality we obtain Oi cz 
cz P — suM, hence P — suM e £?u(x), from where we have x ^ u(suM). 
3.19. Evidently if u is an B-topology, it holds u . su = u. 
3.20. If u is a B*-topology and U-topology, then u . su = u. 
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Proof. Let xeP, OeSfu(x). Let us denote Oi = {z eO: OeStJz)}. Evidently 
xeOu Oi cz 0 holds. From there we have u(P — 0) cz u(P — Oi). We shall show, 
that the inverse inclusion holds, too. I t is P — Oi cz u(P — 0) for if y $ u(P — 0), 
then 0 is a neighborhood of y, hence y e Oi. Since u . u = u, it is u(P — Oi) cz u(P—0). 
Hence the equality u(P — 0^ = u(P — 0) is valid. Since x $ u(P — 0), it is x £ 
$ u(P — 0i), hence 0X is a neighborhood of x. Let us take z e 0X. Then 0 e Sfu(z) and 
since 8u(z) == u(z), it is u(z) cz 0. 
3.21. The equality u . su = au is valid iff for each xeP and 0 e3)u(x) there exists 
0i e 3fu(x) such that u0x c \J u(z). 
zeO 
Proof. Let u . su = au, xeP, 0e2u(x). Let us put M = P—\Ju(z). For 
ZtO 
each z e 0 it is i f f| u(z) = 0, hence for every z e 0 it is z <£ suM. From there we have 
0 P| suM = 0. Then x $ u(suM) = auM, i.e. there exists 0i e S)u(x) so that M fl u0x = 
= 0. From the latest equality we have u0\ cz \J u(z). We shall prove the inverse 
zeO 
implication. Let x e u(suM) and let us take 0 e 2u(x). Then there exists 2 G 0 S O t h a t 
z e suM, i.e. M f| u(z) ^ 0. I t holds M f\ uO z> M f] u(z), hence M f[ uO ^ 0. 
From it we have x e auM. Let x £ u(suM). Then there exists 0i e ^M(#) so that 
0i f| 8UM = 0, hence for every 2 e 0! it is 2 £ sttM. Then M f| (J u(z) = 0. By the 
zeOj 
assumption there exists 02 e 2u(x) so that u02 cz (J ^(2). We obtain M f\ u02 = 0, 
ze01 
hence a; £ auM. 
3.22. Remark. From the proof of the last theorem one can see that it holds u . su 5j 
f£ <xu for an arbitrary topology u. There need not be su . u fg au (cf. example in te 
section 4.10.). 
3.23. The equality u . u = o~u holds tVwe i/jf /Or each x e P emJ M cz P x, M have 
disjoint neighborhood if and only if there exists 0 e @u(x) so that 0 f\ uM = 0. 
Proof. Let the equality u .u ~ au be valid, x e P, M cz P. x, M have disjoint 
neighborhoods if and only if x £ auM, this is equivalent to x $ u(uM), the last relation 
is equivalent to the following: there exists 0 e 3tu(x) so that 0 f\ uM = 0. We are 
going to prove the inverse implication. I t is x $ u(uM) iff there exists 0 e @u(x) such 
that 0 f\ uM = 0. According to the assumption the last predicate is equivalent with 
the statement: x, M have disjoint neighborhoods, i.e. x£auM. 
3.24. The equality u . au = au is valid if and only if the following holds: ic, M 
have disjoint neighborhoods (xeP, M cz P) iff there exists 0e@u(x) so that for 
every y e 0 y, M have disjoint neighborhoods. 
This statement is evident. 
3.25. For a U-topology u u . au = au holds. 
Proof. Let x <£ auM. Then there exists U e 3)U(M) so that x $ uU. Then P — uU 
is a neighborhoods of x, which is disjoint with auM. Hence x $ u(auM) holds. The 
inclusion a«M cz u(auM) is evident. 
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3.26. The equality au . su = au holds true if and only if the following is valid: 
if x, M have disjoint neighborhoods (x e P, M cz P), then there exists 0 eQ)u(x) so 
that M ft U U(V) = 0-
ytzuO 
This statement is evident. 
3.27. 1/ u is a U-topology, then au . su = au. 
Proof. First of all it is \J u(y) = uO. Let x(e P), M(cz P) have disjoint neighbor-
ly w0 
hoods 0, U. Then obviously M f| uO = 0 for P — 0 is a neighborhood of M. 
3.28. The equality au . u = au is valid if and only if the following holds : If x, M 
have disjoint neighborhoods (x e P, M cz P), then x, uM have disjoint neighborhoods. 
The predicate "x, uM have disjoint neighborhoods' is equivalent with the predicate 
'there exists 0 e@u(x) so that wOH uM = 0'. 
This statement is evident. 
3.29. Let u be an A U-topology. The equality au . u = au is valid if and only if an 
arbitrary regularly closed set and a point out of it can be separated by open sets. 
Proof. Let au . u = au and let A be a regularly closed set, i.e. such a set that 
A = uA° (A° is the interior of A), x <£ A. A°, x have disjoint neighborhoods, hence 
also uA° = A, x have disjoint neighborhoods. Further we shall prove the opposite 
implication. Let x, M have disjoint neighborhoods. Let 0 and U be an open neigh-
borhood of x and M, respectively, where On U = 0. Let us take A = uU. A is 
a regularly closed set, x $ A, hence by the assumption there exist disjoint open sets 
0i, Ui so that x G 0i, A cz U\. They are the desired disjoint neighborhoods of a; anduM. 
3*30. The equality au . au = au is valid if and only if the following holds: if x, M 
have disjoint neighborhoods (x e P, 31 cz P), then there exists 0 e2u(x) so that if 
y e uO, then y, M have disjoint neighborhoods. 
This statement is evident. 
3.31. If for a topology u the equality au . au = au is valid, then the relation R defined 
as follows: 
aRboae au(b) 
is an equivalence. 
Proof. The relation R is always reflexive, symmetric and if au . cfu = au holds, 
also transitive. 
3.32. / / for a topology u au . au = au is valid-9 then su . au = au . su = u . au = 
= au.u= au. 
Proof. If the equality au . au = au is valid, then, since it is au ^ su . au, au . su, 
u . au, au . u ^ au . au, the assertion of the theorem holds. 
3.33. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) su.u = su 
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(2) s u . s u ^ u > •••''.: 
( 3 ) B M . < r M - ^ 
(4) u . su = *tt 
(5) u .u — su 
• (6 ) 'w . att. = 5M; 
(7) crM . ,9M = * a 
(8) ou.u = su 
(9) crM . aM = su 
(10) su = u = % . u 
(11) 5M = C/M = U = u . U 
(12) 5M = crM = u. 
Proof . First of all we are going to show tha t the conditions (10), (11), (12) are 
equivalent. (11) follows from,the condition (10): Let x e P, 0 e3?u(x). Since su = u, 
x has the least neighborhood u(x) and for it u[(u(x)] = u(x) cz 0 holds. Hence u is 
an R-topology, i.e. u = crM. From (11) the condition (12) follows immediately. From 
(12) follows (10). Namely for an R-topology the equality u . su = u holds (cf. 3A9.) 
and furthermore, if su .= u, we have u . u = u. Evidently , the conditions (1) — (9) 
follow from (11), We are going to verify tha t from each of the conditions (1) — (9) 
(10) and (12) follow, respectively. If (1), (4) or (5) holds, then, since stl.u, u.su, 
u . u ^.u and the inequality su > u cannot be valid, it is su = u and evidently 
u . u = u. If (3), (6), (7), (8) or (9) holds, then, since su . au, u . aH, au . su, au . u, 
au . au ^ au and always su ^ au, it is crM = su. Then according to the s tatement 
in the section 2.14. i t holds (12). Finally, let the equality su . su = u be valid. I t is 
sufficient to prove t ha t su = u. Since su .su — u _• su, u is a L?*-topology and accord-
ing to the statement in the section 2.7. it is sufficient to prove tha t u( \J Mi) = \J uM% 
% i 
(MtcP). Let xeu(\jMi) = su[su(\J Mi)]. Then there exists yesu(\JMi) so 
i i i 
tha t x e su(y). Fur ther there exists m e \J Mt so tha t y e su(m). Then x e su[su(m)] = 
i 
= u(m), from which we have x e uMi cz \J uM%. 
i 
Fur ther conditions equivalent to (1) — (12) are introduced in the section 2A4. 
3.34. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) u . au = u 
(2) au . u — u 
(3) au . au = w 
(4) crM = u = u . u 
(5) For each z e P and 0 e ®Jpt) there exists d e ^„ (*) 5 0 ^ ° ** a neighborhood 
ofu0v 
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Proof. First of all we shall prove the equivalence of (4) and (5). Let (4) be valid, 
let us take x e P, 0 e S)u(x). Since x $ u(P — 0) = u[u(P — 0)], there exists 0' e 2u(x) 
such that 0' n u(P — 0) = 0. u is an R-topology, hence there exists 0i e Sw(#) 
so that u0\ cz 0'. Then u0\C\ u(P — 0) = 0, from where we have Oe <3u(u0i). In 
contrary, let the condition (5) hold. Then evidently u is an R-topology. I t remains 
to prove the equality u . u = u. Let M cz P, x $ uM. Then P — Me ®u(x) and by 
the assumption there exists 0i e Q)u(x) so that u0\ O uM = 0. Then 0i n wM = 0, 
from where we have x $ u(uM). Evidently the condition (4) implies (1), (2), (3). We 
are going to prove that each of the conditions (1)., (2), (3) implies (4). It holds: u .. au, 
au . u, au . au _̂  au and since au ^ u, it must be au = u.
 J 
3.35. The equality au . su = u is valid if and only if u is an R-topology. 
Proof. Let au . su = u. Then, since au . su ^ au, it is u =' au. In contrary, let u 
be an R-topology. Then au . su = u . su and according to the statement in 3.19. it 
isu . su~ u. ' 
3.36. The equality su . au = u is valid if and only if it is fulfilled one of the following 
equivalent conditions: 
(1) au = u ~ su .u 
(2) u is such an R-topology that for each x e P every neighborhood of x is a neighborhood 
of the set u(x). 
Proof. The equivalence of (1), (2) is evident (cf. section 3.10.). Let su . au ~ u. 
Then, since su . au ^ au, it is an = u. Then su . u = stl . au = u. Let (1) hold. Then 
54i . a„ = s„ . u = u. 
§4. T H E S E M I G R O U P G E N E R A T E D BY u, su, au. 
In this paragraph we shall show what is the subsemigroup 8?(P) of the semigroup 
$~ (P) of all topologies defined in the set P generated by the topologies u,-su, au for 
some special topologies u. This problem fails to be completely solved. In the text 
the most topical questions are posed. 
4.1. If u is a topology with the property su = u' = au, then the subsemigroup 0* (P) 
contains the element u only. 
This statement is evident (cf. 3.33.). 
An example of a such topology for P = {a, b, c} is given by this table: 
M M {Щ W {a,b} {a,c} {b,c} P 
uM {a,b} {a,b} M {a,b} P P P 
4.2. Let u be a topology with the property su~ u < aui i.e. each point x e P has 
the least neighborhood u(x) and u is not an R-topology. Then the subsemigroup 0>(P) 
consists of all natural powers of u, i.e. 0(P) = {un :nneN}. \ v 
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Proof. Let xeP, Oe@u(x). I t is u(u(x)) c uO = (J u(z) hence according to the 
ZeO 
statement in the section 3.21. it holds u. su = au. Then it is u . u = au. 
Besides it can happen that for each natural n it is un+1 > un. This shows the follow-
ing example. 
4.3. Let P be an arbitrary partially ordered set, a ( ^ 1) a cardinal number. For 
M c P let us put uM = (J Ix, where Ix is an arbitrary interval any end point of 
which belongs to M and such that card Ix ^ a. 
Then evidently (P, u) is a topological space for which it is su = u. If P is the set 
of all integers, a = 2, then for each natural number n it is un+1 > un. 
If p == {1, 2, ..., n + 1}, a = 2, then u <u2 < u3 < ... < un^ = un+1. 
4.4. Ze£ ube a toppology with the property su < u = au, i.e. u is an R4opology and 
there exists xeP so that x has not the least neighborhood. Then the subsemigroup £P(P) 
consists of the tolopologies s~u . u
n, where e e {0, 1}, n runs over the set of all nonnegative 
integers, under the exception e = n = 0. (s® means the identity of the monoid ^(P)) 
Proof. According to the statement in the section 3.4. and 3.19. it holds su . su = su 
and u . su = u, respectively. 
4.5. For the topology u mentioned in 4.4. the subsemigroup 0* (P) is a chain in 
the partially ordered monoid 2T (P). 
Proof. I t holds: su < u <J su . u 5* u
2 fg su . u
2 g u3 fg ... 
4.G. In the paper [2] there is given an example of a topology u with su < u = au 
For this topology it is su < u = su. u< u
2 = su. u
2 < u3 = su . u
3 < u* = su . u* < ... 
(for each natural n it is un < un+1, un = su. u
n). 
Problem 1. To find the topologies (if they exist), for which it holds : 
a) su < u = au < 8U . u < u
2 < su . u
2 < u3 < .. . 
b) su < u = au < 8U . u < u
2 < ... < un(= su . u
n) = un+1, n ^ 2 
c) su < u = au < 8U . u < u
2 < ... <su.u
n = un+1, n ^ 1. 
If P = {a, 6, c}, then one can easily verify that the topology u given by the table: 
M {«} {Ь} {c} {a,b} {a,c} {b,c} P 
uM {«} {b} ы P {a,c} {b,c} P 
is a topology with su < u = ou(= su . u) = u
2. 
4.7 Let u be a U4opohgy with the property su <u < au, i.e. uisa U-, B*4opology 
mid no R4opology and there exists xeP so that x has not the least neighborhood. Then 
the subsemigroup 0* (P) contains sui aJJ(n ^ 1),# aJJ. u(n — 0). 
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Proof. 3P(P) contains topologies v = V\. v2 ...v^vte{su, u, au}. Now the state-
ment can be proved by induction on k using the statements in the sections 3.3., 
3.1L, 317., 3.20., 3.25., 3.27., with the aid of which one can compound the table : 
su u <*u 
*• su u Øм 
U u u am 
au au am . u am .aы 
4.8. For the topology u mentioned in 4.7. the subsemigroup £P(P) is a chain in the 
partially ordered monoid 3" (P). 
Proof. I t holds su < u < au <1 au . u <L a\ ^ a\ . u <l a\ <> . . . 
4.9. Example of the topology mentioned in 4.7.: 
Let P be the set of all real numbers. Let us define u0 = 0, u(x) = (x) (x e P), 
uM 
(—oo, 0 > if M n (0, oo) = 0 1 and M(c P) contains more than 
< 0 , oo) if M f| (— oo, 0) = 0 J one element. 
P if M n (0, oo) 7-- 0 & M n (— oo, 0) ?- 0 
One can easily verify that su is the least topology in P, i.e. the identity of the monoid 
£T(P) and au is a such topology that 
au0 = 0, if 0 e M, then auM = P , 
if 0£M , then auM 
(—00, 0 > if M <=(— oo, 0), 
< 0 , oo) if M c (0 , oo), 
P if Mf\(— oo,0) ФØ&MП (0, oo) фñ. 
Then evidently su < u < au,u .u = u hold. Since am(u(0, oo)) = au < 0 , oo) = P* 
cJO, oo) = < 0 , oo), it is au . u > au. Further we have au . u < a*, a\ is the greatest 
topology in P, i.e. a\M = P(0 ^ M cz P). 
Problem 2. To find the topologies (if they exist), for which it holds: 
a) su < u = u
2 < au < au . u < a* < a* . u < a\ < ... 
b) su < u = u
2 < au < au . u < a* < a* . u < ... < al(= al. u) = 
= cr^4"1, n = 3. 
c) su< u = u
2 < au < at . u < a% < a* . u < ... <a%. u = or^
+1,n = 1. 
4.10. In this section we are going to introduce an example of a such topology u, 
for which it is sm || u, u < am and we shall show what is the subsemigroup 0* (P) 
for this topology u. 
Let P be the set of all ordinal numbers which are greater than 0 and less or equal 
to a). Let u0 = 0, uM = M \J {n, a>} if iff is a nonempty subset of P such that 
зi 
n$ M, n<m<co=>meMy uM = M {J{co} if i f ^ 0 and for each number n 
such that n ^ M there exists a number m such that n < m < co, m<£ M. 
I t is easy to verify that u is a topology. A set 0 is a neighborhood of co if and only 
if 0 = P. Let x ^ co. Then 0 is a neighborhood of x if and only if x e 0 and there 
exists y e 0— {co} such that y > x. From this we obtain that the topologies su and 
aM can be described as follows: 
sы0 0, <jЉ - 0 
I P i fcoєM ' , ,- P if co eM 
uMifco^M 
(0 ^ M c P) 
The multiplication in _^(P) is given by the table : 
*u u <Уu 
*и *u V V 
tø <*u u2 u . au 
<*u <Уu V V 
The letter v denotes the greatest topology in P, i.e. such a topology that v0 = 0$ 
vM = P if 0 7- M cz P. From this it is evident that W(P) consists of uk (k is natural)* 
sm, u
l . am (lis a nonnegativeinteger) and v. The subsemigroup 8P(P) can be illustrated 
by the following diagram : 
We shall prove the last statement: 
First of all it is uk+1 > uk for each k natural because uk+1 < k + 2, co) = < 1, 
co > = P $ < 2, co > = uk < k + 2, co). 
Further it is su < au for su(x) = {x} g {x, co} = au(x) (xe P,x ^ co). 
For / ^ 0 it holds ul. <r„ <ui+1 . crtt because ^
+ 1 [au < I + 3, co)] = w'+
2 < i + 
+ 3, c o ) = < l , c o > = P - ? < 2 , co> = wl+1 < Z + 3, co) = ui [au < I + 3, co) ]. 
u | | «.: su(co) = P i {co} == tf(o>), 
*!•(*) = ix) £ {*> <*>} = u(x) (x ^ CO,XEP). 




For k ^ 2itistt* | | *„, crtt, v* . au (l £ k — 2): 
.*(o>) = {co} £ P - 5tt(O>) = au((o) = ^ ' K M L 
•a* < k + 1, co) = < 1, co > = P 7 *„<*? + 1, w) == < k + 1, co), 
crtt < k + 1, co) = u < k + 1, co) = < k, 
tt'[0\, < k + 1, CO)] = u'+1 < k + 1, CD) = 
= < k l, O) > . 
w* < u* l . cru : # (co) = {co} g P = ^ ~
J [cr,.( co)]. 
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